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This edition of the FEATS Newsletter starts with a special 3 page supplement with all the latest information about the 25th Anniversary Festival taking place at the Royal Theatre, The Hague in The Netherlands.

FEATS 2001		1-4 June		The Hague
The Hague is fizzing with activity as the AATG makes ready for your visit to FEATS 2001.
Rumours abound of new breweries opening, wine-bearing trucks causing havoc on all approach roads, local peasants working round the clock devising new ways to unearth truffles, champagne corks popping in storage, fishing quotas being flaunted, calves being fatted, rice tafels having their legs reinforced . . . but unfortunately none of these rumours have been substantiated.
Nevertheless you can be sure that the FEATS 2001 experience will be positively millennial, with every stop being pulled out to make this a FEATS to remember! We've managed to acquire the lovely Royal Theatre (De Koninklijke Schouwburg) for the festival. The theatre overlooks the beautiful Lange Voorhout and faces the stately Hotel des Indes, where we can make a weekend arrangement for those with more to celebrate than 50 years of the AATG and 25 years of FEATS!
Guess who's coming to FEATS
We're thrilled to announce the following groups will be taking part in FEATS 2001.
LIST A
NWTC, Luxembourg
ESOC, Darmstadt
Stockholm Players
Bonn Players
LIST B
Copenhagen Theatre Circle
Geneva English Drama Society
InPlayers, Amsterdam
Round Tower Players
List C
ATC, Brussels
Semi-Circle, Basel
BATS, Antwerp 
CATS, Rheindalen

And we're also pleased to be able to tell you that the adjudicator for the festival will be Jeannie Russell.
Where it's at
We're very lucky in that the venue for the 25th anniversary FEATS will be the beautiful Royal Theatre (De Koninklijke Schouwburg) in the centre of The Hague. It is within walking distance of the Parliament buildings, the Mauritshuis museum and the Royal Palaces on the Lange Voorhout and Noordeinde.
The theatre dates from 1766, when it was built as a royal palace for Prince Christaan and Princess Caroline. The Princess was a great patron of the arts and her 'salon' was highly respected. Mozart was one of the many guests who graced her cultural soirées. In 1802 it was hired by a group of prominent citizens as a theatre, and reopened as such in 1804. It has recently undergone a 31 million guilder renovation, which was completed in September 1999. It's now crammed with the latest state-of-the-art lighting and sound gadgetry, and boasts two much talked-about glass staircases on either side of the auditorium. Nonetheless, it still retains the glamour and sophistication of the original 18th century palace. 
Brasserie
The theatre has its own brasserie, which is open from 12.00 till 01.00, with the kitchen open until 22.00. You can pop in here for a quick drink between shows, and meet afterwards for a post mortem. 
Parking
The theatre has an arrangement with a car park just 5 minutes' walk from the building. If you park after 18.00, hand in your ticket at the box office and you'll get an exit card for just Nfl.10,-. 
Theatre taxi
If you're not staying in one of the nearby hotels, there's also good news - the theatre has a taxi service which will take you anywhere in The Hague for only Nfl.15,-.
Internet
Check out the theatre on its own website for a preview of what's in store - www.koninklijkeschouwburg.nl.
Party-time!
The party will take place in the theatre itself - what could be handier?!
The theme will be a masked ball, so be prepared to soak up the atmosphere of intrigue and glamour. You'll be able to drift from room to room sampling all kinds of entertainment - maybe blues, maybe jazz, maybe disco.
As it's the AATG's 50th anniversary, we're expecting more than the usual complement of former members - so be prepared to see a few "old" faces! 
More information will follow in the next newsletter.
The Hague
Many of you planning to come to FEATS 2001 will have been to The Hague before. But if you've never experienced the delights of this beautiful city by the sea, you've a treat in store. In spite of disruption due to work on the controversial tram tunnel (there'll be dancing in the streets when that's finished!), it's still a lovely city. Although you'll have something do to during the evenings, there's more than enough to distract you during the daylight hours. The shops in the centre of town are open on Sunday, but, respectful of your wish to lie-in, only from 12 o'clock. You'll find out more about what's what when you get here, but just to give you a taster:
The Old Hague
The Hague is steeped in history. The Knight's Hall dates from the 13th century, the Mauritshuis museum was built by architect Jacob van Campen in 1644, and there are monumental mansions from the 18th and 19th centuries, monuments to honour various monarchs and historical people who lived here, and magnificent Jugendstil and Art Nouveau buildings. Architect Berlage designed several eye-catching edifices, including the imposing Gemeentemuseum and Villa Henny.
Architecture buffs will also enjoy the many characteristic buildings in The Hague, such as the Binnenhof, Noordeinde Palace and the ultra-modern town hall and library. Not to mention the newly restored Royal Theatre and the eye-catching design of Theatre Korzo.
Art for art's sake
The Hague has an extensive collection of paintings by 'old' and 'modern' masters. This 'Hague Collection' is housed in six museums and the separate collections represent five centuries of paintings. Top items in the collection include 'The anatomical lesson by Dr. Tulp' by Rembrandt, 'View of Delft' by Johannes Vermeer and 'Victory Boogie Woogie' by Piet Mondrian. 
On the beach
The 12-kilometre coastline between Scheveningen and Kijkduin has a wide range of beaches. These include Scheveningen beach with its convivial beach pavilions, wide boulevard and nudist beach, the endless beaches in between, and the smaller and very attractive beach at Kijkduin.
In summer these are the perfect places for a leisurely day in the sun and for enjoying a drink in the pavilions. On blustery days, Scheveningen and Kijkduin are ideal for a challenging beach and dune hike.
Scheveningen's two harbours boast some of the best sea-food restaurants in Holland. Enjoy the finest fish fresh from the foamy brine. 
The Kurhaus Hotel is an exceptional monument. A building that is more than a century old and a hotel that has acquired world-wide renown by combining art and culture with the European tradition of personal service. Not only has the Kurhaus Hotel played host to international celebrities, but for many years the impressive Kurzaal has also been a podium for world-famous musicians.
Just a train ride away:
Within 40 minutes' train ride of The Hague are the three very different cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Delft, each offering their own unique blend of culture and entertainment. Explore the beautiful sights of Amsterdam on one of the many canal boats, or alternatively sample the dubious delights of its red-light district. Rotterdam, the European City of Culture for 2001, has some of the finest shopping in Holland. And just wandering around gorgeous Delft, home of Delft Blue pottery, is a pleasure in itself.
The Eurocheque's (final) finest hour
As a footnote, 2001 signals the beginning of the end of the much-loved Eurocheque.
Much time has been spent at Steering Committee meetings, and FEATS forums in recent years trying to find a solution to cross-border money transfer problems. We have for the moment a reprieve as it appears that many countries, including the Netherlands, are still supporting Eurocheques, though curiously they seem to want to keep this support low profile. So the good news is that you can still make your transfer - for the bond, etc. - using the handy Eurocheque. And if all goes well and we don't need to cash them then you don't have to pay any fees.
Good news for the AATG, then. Brussels, it's over to you. 
CyberFEATS
You can keep abreast of FEATS preparations over the coming months by visiting the AATG's web site. Go to www.aatg.nl and click on "FEATS 2001" (what else?) for the latest news. Why not bookmark it while you're at it? 

For more information about FEATS 2001 contact:
	Dympna Donnelly, chairman, Ten Hovestraat 9, 2582 RH  Den Haag, The Netherlands
		tel:  +31-70 352 4999  e-mail:   feats@dympna-marc.demon.nl
	Vivienne Price, stage management liaison,  Lange Dreef 32, 2285 LA  Rijswijk, The Netherlands
		tel:  +31-70 396 8915  e-mail:   daprice@globalxs.nl


WANTED – old FEATS records
When FEATS began – as a one-off Festival of One-Act Plays in Rotterdam in 1976, and then as an annual theatre festival from 1978 onwards – everyone knew everyone else, all minutes, reports and other documents were typed on manual typewriters, information was distributed via the post office and only in emergencies, please! by telephone; while it was just the very far-seeing who could envisage the 25th FEATS Festival taking place in 2001.
Well, we all know how much all of THAT has changed. But one aspect of FEATS which has always existed from the beginning but which unfortunately was not treated very seriously in those early years, is record keeping. Records, for consultation by each new FEATS organising committee, but increasingly as an essential part of FEATS history.
I am therefore making a plea to all those out there in the FEATS community who might have some of the old records that are missing from the archives. Anything to do with FEATS is of interest; but in particular, I would like to receive copies (not your originals unless you don’t need them any more – photocopies are more than acceptable) of the following:
Programme: Only one required, that for the very first festival in Rotterdam in 1976.
Stage Manager’s Data Package for the following years:
		1976, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1996, 1997.
Final Reports for the following years:
		1978 up to and including 1996.
And anything else that anyone has stashed away in old files up in the attic, down in the cellar … thank you.
	Angela Dodds					Tel/fax: +32 3 230 39 36
	Hon.Secretary, FEATS Steering Committee		e-mail: angela.dodds@yucom.be
	Jan Moorkensstraat 9
	B-2600 Berchem, Belgium

FEATS Steering Committee
A FEATS Steering Committee Meeting was held in The Hague on Saturday 21st October. Its main purpose (apart from being a good excuse to enjoy excellent food and wine in pleasant company) was to supervise the selection of the 12 groups to take part in FEATS 2001 and to receive Luxembourg’s report on last year's festival.
The selection of the groups is reported elsewhere. NWTC Luxembourg reported that FEATS 2000 had been successful, not only artistically but also financially. The new theatre venue in Esch sur Alsette had been much appreciated.
The committee agreed the format of a new standard logo for FEATS, using the Marigold font for all documentation.  (This font is being used for the first time as the heading of this newsletter).
The FEATS entry fee has been established at EURO 50 which will be paid when groups accept the invitation to take part (generally in October/November) and will be non-refundable. The entry fee will be in addition to the two deposit cheques which will continue to be refunded after performance.
The Chairmanship of the Steering Committee was handed over to Ann Overstall, NWTC Luxembourg.
The members of the FEATS Steering Committee are:
NWTC (Luxembourg):		Ann Overstall (chair)
AATG (The Hague):		Dympna Donnelly
BATS (Antwerp):		Pat Arn 
FEST (Frankfurt):		Wendy Jane Jones
EEC (Brussels):		Sarah Scheele

If it is necessary to hold another meeting before FEATS, a provisional date has been set for 24 March 2001. Otherwise the next meeting will take place in The Hague during FEATS 2001.
Any matters that you would like to address to the Steering Committee should be sent to:
	Angela Dodds,  	
	FEATS Hon. Secretary			Tel/fax (h):  +32 3 230 39 36
	Jan Moorkensstraat 9,			Tel (w): 	  +32 2 533 59 69
	B-2600 Berchem, 			E-mail:  angela.dodds@yucom.be
	Belgium		

Invasion of UK by Drama Groups from Mainland Europe
Extract from a review of the British One Act Finals by Irene Rostron GODA
The opening evening ended with the first of the two guest companies - Stockholm Players, formed in the 1920’s, Sweden’s longest-running English-language theatre group, and one of FEATS most versatile companies. Winners of the 1999 Festival (FEATS play in mid-June, not allowing time to organise a visit from the 2000 winners), their Ghost Sonata was a stunning piece of virtuoso theatre. It is long acknowledged that Strindberg’s play, written during a period of serious mental breakdown, is virtually incapable of interpretation, yet this remarkable production (directors Gary Clarke and Nigel Harvey) brought clarity of purpose where none is apparent, the total conviction and commitment belying the play’s illogicality. The visual impact alone was quite outstanding. Turn-of-the-century characters moved in a nightmare world; black-garbed, white masked figures created and deconstructed skeletal ‘buildings’ from white rope, white ‘window-frames’ (their set was literally carried over in a suitcase!), at other times ritualistically processing with tall flaming torches, the whole strikingly lit with UV and selective lighting. It was pure theatre - verbal and visual, the dramatic counterpoint of  the Beethoven 'cello sonata (played live on stage by Jeremy Beale) punctuating the action, driving it on. Breathtaking, enthralling ... we could not follow the plot but we wouldn’t have missed it
Extracts from two reviews of the British “All Winners” Festival
Written by Jason Couch and printed in the East Anglian Daily Times
Proving that the festival still has surprises up its sleeve the last entry in the one act section came from Belgium's Theater de Waanzin. Belgium? Yes - the rules are complex but we are assured that de Waanzin are legal entrants to this British festival. Anarchic and hysterically funny, the company comprising Dirk Crommelinck, Marnix van Hamme and Dirk de Corte gave Hamlet - a revenge. Marnix played Hamlet, camp as you please and the codpiece with a life all of its own. The three pulled out every pantomime stop in the book to the side-splitting delight of their audience. And speaking of the audience, they were drawn quite literally into the proceedings, even to the point of being pulled onto the stage. Vast liberties were taken with Shakespeare's dialogue. At least I don't remember Ophelia saying: "Cut the crap Hamlet, my biological clock is ticking and I want babies now!" in any previously taught version. De Waanzin brought a rare sight to Felixstowe - truly original and broadly appealing humour, proving that theatre need not take its audience or itself seriously to be effective.
Written by Angela Heslop (NDFA) and printed in Amateur Stage (September 2000)
Comedy closed the one act section of the 27th BRITISH ALL WINNERS FESTIVAL, with Theater de WAANzin from Belgium performing “HAMLET - A REVENGE”, based on the work by Adam Long, Daniel Singer and Jess Winfield of the Reduced Shakespeare Company. It has been written of the RSC that their productions are “Shakespeare written by Readers Digest, performed by Monty Python at the speed of the Minute Waltz”. It is hilarious satire and this parody of Hamlet had an immediate impact on the audience, whose participation is a vital ingredient of the production’s success. Theater de WAANzin through their boundless energy and astute comic timing sustained a wonderful rapport with the audience and there was no sign of English reserve, as they joined in the action with gusto. Jeannie Russell thought the company gave a very “vigorous and well projected performance” and the acting was “skilful”. She felt at times the comedy was a little too relentless but she applauded their style and ability to draw in the audience with such creativity.
The Adjudicator’s award was presented to Theater de WAANzin, Belgium for their energy and extraordinary skills in encouraging and sustaining audience participation.
Double First
The Runnymede Drama Group made history this year by winning both the British One-Act Finals in Llandudno and the British All-Winners Festival in Felixstowe - and not even with the same production. 
At the British Finals, they presented “Lear’s Daughters”, a play written collectively by The Women’s Theatre Group, which had previously won the All England Theatre Festival. At the All-Winners they presented “Scarecrow” by Don Nigro, the winner of the Woking Drama festival. Both plays were directed by Judith Dolley.
Quite different in their content, both productions were superbly choreographed and showed great imagination.  “Lear’s Daughters” was given a mock fairy tale setting, with giant cobwebs, clever lighting and colourful costumes providing a strong visual impact.  “Scarecrow” was a far more menacing piece of theatre, and again the atmospheric setting and lighting added to the mystery of the drama.

BYE-BYE, BUNTY at the EDINBURGH FRINGE
Some of you may remember that a group of us from Brussels took a play to the Edinburgh Fringe this summer. I am pleased to report that we have survived!
Our Venue, the Quaker Meeting House, was centrally situated and the staff were very friendly and helpful. The public seemed to like us and we received two positive reviews. The months of hard work beforehand were well worth it and we had a wonderful time both as performers and spectators.
We should like to say a special thanks to friends from Brussels, the Hague and Luxembourg who came along to support us.
If anyone out there is thinking of performing on the Fringe, I'd be happy to share our experiences with them. You can E-mail me at: Alma.Forsyth@consilium.eu.int or phone me during the day at : 00 32 2 285 7345.


Drama Association of Wales
Playwriting Competition 2001 on the theme “Rites of Passage

The competition aims to encourage the writing of plays for theatre in English and Welsh. In addition to awards, prize winning plays will be considered for publication.
This year the competition is for one-act plays on the theme of “Rites of Passage”. Please note that this is the theme and must not be used as the title of any play submitted for the competition.
The closing date for entries is 31 January 2001. Scripts must be accompanied by an Entry Form and an entry fee of £7.50 per play. Scripts submitted must give no indication of the identity of the playwright.
For Rules and Conditions of Entry and an Entry Form, contact the Drama Association of Wales, The Old Library, Singleton Road, Splott, Cardiff  CF24 2ET
tel:  +44-29 2045 2200

FUTURE FEATS
FEATS 2002	May 17 - 20	Host group:  ECC Brussels
Contact:  Diana Morton Hooper Deeks

FEATS 2003	June 6 - 9		Host group:  FEST Bad Homburg

FEATS 2004	May 28 - 31	Host group:  BATS Antwerp

What’s On in Europe

Date			Event			Venue			Contact for further details

 8 - 18 November		The Matchmaker		Th. an der Marschnerstr.	Hamburg Players
			by Thornton Wilder	Hamburg		tickets:  +49 40 713 1399

10 - 12 November	Tartuffe			Théâtre Pitoëff		GEDS  Geneva
15 - 18 November	by Molière, adapted by Ranjit Bolt	Geneva		tickets:  +41 22 341 51 90

21 - 25 November	Pygmalion		Wohnstift Augustinum	Bonn Players
		by George Bernard Shaw	Bonn			tickets:  +49-228 956 2398

 5 -  9 December		Absent Friends		Les Trétaux		ECC  Brussels
			by Alan Ayckbourn	Brussels			Antonia Mochan  +32 2 514 10 68

12 - 14 December	The Complete Works of William Shakespeare in 97½ Minutes	
		Guest performance by De WAANzin, Gent at Het Klokhuis Theatre, Antwerp

2001

13 - 15 January		Cinderella		Arenberg Theatre	BATS, Antwerp
			a pantomime		Antwerp			Angela Dodds  +32 3 230 3936

26 - 28 January		Aladdin			Theater aan het Spui	AATG The Hague
			a pantomime		The Hague		tickets:  +31-70 346 5272

 6 - 10 February		Measure for Measure	Les Trétaux 		Brussels Shakespeare Soc.
			by William Shakespeare	Brussels			Bob Hull  +32 2 767 98 67

15 - 17 February		Twelfth Night					Tagora, Strasbourg
			by William Shakespeare				David Crowe  +33-388 413871

26 - 31 March		Pygmalion		Les Trétaux 		ECC Brussels
			by George Bernard Shaw	Brussels			Antonia Mochan  +32 2 514 10 68

27 - 31 March		Noises Off		Comédie de Genève	GEDS  Geneva
			by Michael Frayn		Geneva			tickets:  +41 22 341 51 90

15 - 19 May		The Rivals		Théâtre Pitoëff		GEDS  Geneva
			by R.B. Sheridan		Geneva			tickets:  +41 22 341 51 90

17 - 23 May		Our Town		Brotfabrik		Bonn Players
			by Thornton Wilder	Bonn

1 - 4 June 		FEATS 2001		The Royal Theatre 	AATG  The Hague
						The Hague		Dympna Donnelly

22 - 28 July		NDFA “All Winners”	Rhoda McGaw Theatre	Woking Drama Association
						Woking			Tony Broscomb  +44-1799-584920

Please let me know about your productions, workshops and other events

Information for the Newsletter should be sent to :
	Tony Broscomb,  Bramleys, Main Street, Shudy Camps, Cambridge   CB1 6RA,   UK
	tel: +44-1799-584920	fax: +44-1799-584921	TonyBroscomb@compuserve.com

